
Going Home

So soft, they said and pinched his arms, the upper arm part that would someday become

bicep, hardened and firm, but right now was plump against their hands.

Oh, so tender, they said, fingers splayed at his back, at his chest, pale and skeletal against

rosy child’s skin.

He is gentle, one said, and twisted a strand of his hair, watching as the moonlight glinted

silver off.

Another bent down, knees in the dirt, eyes level with the boy’s, and said, He is kind.

They circled round and round again, breath frosty in the air. The boy’s ears tinged red

with cold.

Are we in agreement? asked one figure in black robes that hung to the grass.

It is a pity, said another.

This place is not ready for him, a third mused into the night. He would not do well.

No, agreed the first. He would not.

The one with a red knit cap tilted the boy’s head up, stroked a finger against his cheek.

They will break him, he said. He will shatter.

The boy stared upwards at the stars and remained silent. His heart pounded in his chest.

We must call them, the second decided. The longer he stays the more he will fade.

‘Til at last he returns to the place he was made, the black-robed one finished.

They paused their movement, and the forest fell quiet. Each lifted their face to the sky

and a single unearthly howl left their mouths, coming from somewhere deep and sharp. The boy

stood shaking in their midst, made no effort to shield his ears as his body trembled and frayed.



A bird flew by overhead, a mere whisper against the blackened sky. When it reached the

point above the boy, a blinding light burst forth, and the bird grew frozen in its flight. The

keening from the circle swelled louder in the illumination; the light shifted, became purple and

green and yellow and bronze. The colors haloed the bird in the sky, then stretched to the ground,

piercing the boy until he glowed with rainbow. The boy smiled.

He reached up and his fingers grabbed the tail of the bird, now released from its midair

suspension. It flew upward, and the boy hung on, and they entered the light. The scream had

stopped, and for a brief moment there was nothing, just the boy and the bird and the worlds

colliding, and then the pair vanished and the darkness returned.

The figures bowed their heads. A single feather, molten gold, fluttered down beside them.


